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Whether you are a wealth manager, tax advisor or a product approval specialist
overseeing a national wealth management business our innovative,
all-encompassing offering allows your business the opportunity to
capitalise on South Africa’s fastest growing alternative asset class - Section 12J.
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LEADING THE WAY
IN SECTION 12J INNOVATION
In 2017 MeTTa Capital developed the next evolution within the Section 12J asset class, launching South Africa’s first portfolio
of Section 12J funds offering.
Two years later, MeTTa Capital positions itself as a full-service Section 12J offering aimed at facilitating the next wave of adoption
by wealth advisory practices, tax practitioners, retail and corporate investors.

A VISIONARY APPROACH
TO A GROWING ASSET CLASS
FEATURES:

BENEFITS:

Single point of enquiry for investors and their advisors with a
market-leading reporting function.

Diversification of risk, within a carefully selected portfolio of marketleading Section 12J investment strategies.

Affordable diversification option allowing entry into multiple
Section 12J funds.

Investors for R500k can subscribe for shares within multiple Section
12J VCCs and bypass these funds own minimum investment limits,
which can range from R200k to R500k per fund.

Strenuous due diligence approach conducted by expert
Investment Committee.

Providing compliance and product approval teams with a single point
of due diligence and wealth managers with mitigated advice risk.

Experienced Board of Directors monitoring investor risk and
portfolio performance throughout the term of investment.

Alleviating time spent by wealth managers and compliance teams
on the monitoring of onerous Section 12J compliance requirements
and providing peace of mind that their client’s investment is being
monitored on a continuous basis by an expert monitoring function.

Single point of enquiry for investors and their advisors and a
market-leading reporting function.

Quarterly performance and development updates of each VCC within
the portfolio through a professional personalised reporting statement.
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A BIGGER
OPPORTUNITY
The Section 12J space is proving to be one of South Africa’s fastest growing asset

Two over-arching themes are starting to take place within

classes, with over R6 billion invested, predominately by the retail investor market,

the market:

over the last 4 years. The South African Revenue Service (SARS) introduced the

• Increasing interest being shown by larger wealth practices,

Section 12J tax incentive in 2009 as part of the South African Income Tax Act,
aimed at stimulating the growth of small to medium-sized business through
venture capital investment.

institutions and their clients;
• A growing group of financial advisors and wealth managers
taking cognisance of the tax efficiency and uncorrelation
benefits the asset class provides their client’s portfolios.

The full amount invested in MeTTa Capital is 100% deductible from
an investor’s taxable income in the year in which the investment
is made. This applies to all investor classes, including individuals,
companies and trusts.

“MeTTa Capital’s portfolio of funds offers a single-entry point
to a diversified portfolio of Section 12J assets. Each portfolio is
invested into a diverse set of industries, management teams,
asset bases and economic drivers that have been constructed
to manage investment risk whilst offering the prospect of
competitive blended returns for investors.”
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– Dr Adrian Saville
- Investment Committee Chairperson.

NAVIGATING THE LANDSCAPE
FOR MAXIMUM VALUE
Navigating the current Section 12J economic landscape with over 160
Section 12J investment options available requires a significant amount of
time and resources. We recognise this presents a barrier to the approval
of these offerings within your organisation as you seek to provide a
diverse ser of investment strategies to your clients.

MeTTa Capital aims to remove this barrier through our applied
investment mandate and processes used in the composition of our
diversified portfolio offerings.
We work alongside product approval/advisory and compliance
teams tasked with exploring Section 12J as an alternative investment
opportunity for their wealth management division’s clients.
Our progressive discussions with South Africa’s largest and most
trusted wealth managers, have allowed us to develop an investment
mandate suited to their retail client base.
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Careful selection of the leading funds according to stringent criteria

Renewable Energy

MeTTa Capital’s investment approach ensures every fund in the portfolio has

17% 16%

been selected based on the merits of its investment strategy, management team,
robustness of its financial model, quality of earnings, exit strategies, and the
presence of a competitive edge within the sector.
Moveable Asset Rental

The process goes one step further and weights the portfolio as to achieve the

20%
16%

correct optimisation of diversity and blended yield (return of capital and annuity
income), giving the investor the highest probability of achieving the advertised

Hospitality/Student
Accommodation

returns within Section 12J.

Junior Mining/
Infrastructure

15%

Hospitality/
Tourism

16%
Agriculture/
Infrastructure

“With more than 160 Section 12J funds open to investors, MeTTa Capital’s Moderate Risk 12J Fund, is the first – and only
– portfolio of funds built for the South African market. The fund portfolio is a leading solution for investors looking for
exposure to Section 12J assets and the carefully tailored portfolio is a unique solution for
Wealth Managers and their clients in the South African market.”
– Dr Adrian Saville, Independent Investment Committee Chairperson - MeTTa Capital Managers.

Single point of entry
Investors have a single-entry point into a diversified portfolio of market

Affordable diversification of investment/Diversification of risk
and access to the market’s leading investment strategies

leading Section 12J investment strategies offering diversity of industry,

An affordable diversification option where an investor can, for R500k,

fund manager and fund vintages.

invest into a portfolio of Section 12J companies and bypass these funds
own minimum investment limits, which can range from R200k – R500k
per fund.
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Ability to leverage MeTTa Capital’s thorough due diligence
processes to satisfy the needs of product approval teams
and sufficiently mitigate advice faced by wealth managers

MeTTa Capital
conducts an
industry wide
due diligence and
investment processapplying a strict
investmentmandate
within the vetting
process of every
SARS approved
Section 12J fund.

MeTTa Capital provides product solution teams with a single access
point of due diligence into the Section 12J industry. Through the
performance of due diligence procedures on our investment processes,
wealth managers and their compliance teams can obtain the requisite
level of confidence to sufficiently mitigate their advice risk.

Credibility through an experienced Board of Directors and Investment Committee that monitors
compliance risk and tracks portfolio performance.
Each portfolio is compiled and weighted by MeTTa Capital’s experienced investment committee, chaired by Dr Adrian Saville.
MeTTa Capital’s experienced Board of Directors,
collectively have over 200 years of experience
in the building of businesses in South Africa.
As well as renowned founders of Section 12J,
Malcolm Segal and Jeff Miller. The Board
monitor compliance of each VCC within the
portfolio and sign off each respective VCC’s
performance reports.

Dr. Adrian Saville

Micheal Solomon Teke

Nicholas Dennis

Douglas Raymond Smollan

Independent Non-Executive
Director and Chairman of the
Investment Committee

Non-Executive Chairman

Non-Executive Director

Non-Executive Director
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Single point of enquiry for investors and their advisors, with a market leading reporting function
1) Investor on-boarding and mandate approval.

2) Market-leading personalised reporting service.

Upon investment by a client of an approved distributor,
MeTTa Capital collects and distributes all investor share and
tax certificates from the underlying VCC’s within each
portfolio either to the investor themselves, or via their
approved financial advisor.

With strict reporting requirements built into our relationship
agreements, each Section 12J company is mandated
to provide MeTTa Capital with regular accounting and
deployment reports. This allows MeTTa Capital to distribute
consolidated investor-specific NAV and cash activity
information. Investors and/or their advisors can now
adequately monitor the performance of their investments
throughout their investment terms.
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3) Single point of enquiry for investors and their advisors.
Investor Enquiries and Quarterly Statements – MeTTa Capital
fields all investor inquiries from the distributor’s clients and
presents each client and/or their advisor with their own
personalised quarterly investment statement and newsletter
through our reporting and distribution partner, Prescient
Fund Services.
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Superior tax efficient investment alternative formulated
and aligned with what matters to you most:
the interests of your clients.
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THREE MAJOR CLIENTS
TAX PRACTITIONER/
ADVISOR OR
ACCOUNTANT

WEALTH MANAGER
OR INDEPENDENT
FINANCIAL
ADVISOR

WEALTH MANAGER OR
INDEPENDENT FINANCIAL ADVISOR:
In partnering with MeTTa Capital you are adding
to your client retention and client winning
formulae by offering the most comprehensive,
diversified and sophisticated investment
offering within Section 12J.

Let us do the work
for you:
Our thorough
investment and duediligence processes
compile and weight
the optimised Section
12J portfolio for your
clients, leaving you
to only perform
a thorough due
diligence on us
and our processes.
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Offer your prospective
and existing clients a
superior alternative:
By partnering with MeTTa
Capital you can present
the most comprehensive
investment solution within
SA’s fastest growing asset
class to prospective and
existing clients. Separate
yourself from the rest
through an innovative
offering that reduces
your clients’ tax bills
and diversifies their
investment portfolio.

NATIONAL WEALTH
MANAGER
DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK

A fully outsourced reporting
function that works for you and
your clients:
We know investing is all about
transparency and trust and that
is why MeTTa Capital provides
a market-leading reporting
service to you and your clients.
By leveraging this service
offering, you’ll be able to:
• Report accurately the
performance of your
client’s investment.
• Have peace of mind that
an experienced Board is
monitoring compliance.
• Free up your time to continue
building and servicing your
client base.

Distribution partnerships
and additional support
services:
We recognise that we
spend our days developing,
managing and reporting on
our product offerings and
that you spend yours building
and servicing your clientele.
There is a synergy between
our two core roles and we
offer any support you might
require in the presentation of
the MeTTa Capital offering to
your esteemed client base.

TAX PRACTITIONER/
ADVISOR OR
ACCOUNTANT

TAX PRACTITIONER/ADVISOR
OR ACCOUNTANT
Section 12J provides a 100% tax deduction
with no limit to the value that can be
deducted from a taxpayer’s taxable
income. However, what is crucial is the
investment mandate that aims to generate
returns over and above this deduction.
With MeTTa Capital you can now present
the strongest diversified tax-efficient
investment case to your clients.

Add the most powerful
tax optimisation strategy
to your list tax efficient
solutions:
The Section 12J incentive is
one of the most powerful
tax incentives available
to SA taxpayers. However,
we know that you have
your client’s best financial
interests at heart and
that’s why you need to
be comfortable with the
investment mandate
behind their invesment.
Our investment and due
diligence process compile,
weight and optimise
the very best Section 12J
portfolio for your clients,
leaving you to perform a
thorough due diligence on
us and our processes to be
comfortable utilising this
tax efficient solution for
your clients.
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A client winning formula: with
MeTTa Capital, your business
has an innovative offering that
separates you from the rest:
In an competitive advisory
market, constant innovation
and out-the-box thinking is
how advisors not only survive,
but thrive. In partnering with
MeTTa Capital, your prospective
and existing corporate and
retail clients will recognise your
relentless client driven pursuit
to provide them with marketleading tax efficient solutions.

FSCA compliant distribution
partnerships and additional
support services:
Having already partnered with
tax and accounting firms, we
have formulated a distribution
partnership agreement
tailored to your specific
business. What’s more is that
we provide all the support you
require in order to present the
MeTTa Capital offering to your
esteemed client base.

NATIONAL WEALTH
MANAGER
DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK

A solution that is ideal for the Head

A NATIONAL WEALTH MANAGER
DISTRIBUTION NETWORK
MeTTa Capital has built the most sophisticated
product offering that is perfectly suited to large
scale national wealth networks. What’s more
is that we look to assist in its rollout, through
national roadshows, assisting your wealth
managers in presenting the offering to their
clients. Following their client’s investment,
our Section 12J solution can provide a post
investment reporting and monitoring service
that will enhance the client’s investment
experience throughout their investment term.
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of Product Advice and Compliance:
The heads of Product Advice/
Solutions and Compliance are at
the helm when it comes to sourcing
new product solutions for wealth
manager’s and their clients. Our
offering is built to provide these
key role players with a single duediligence access point, to gain the
necessary comfort around:
• Initial and ongoing compliance
mechanisms specific to the
Section 12J industry.
• The Calibre and track record of
the service level offering MeTTa
Capital provides.
• The independent and thorough
processes in the composition and
weighting of the portfolio offering
that wealth manager’s will be
providing to their clients.

A curated weighted portfolio
of Section 12J investments in
one place:
Our investment processes
yield a weighted portfolio of
market-leading Section 12J
investment strategies. This
guarantees that your wealth
manager’s clients have a
simplified and diversified
entry into Section 12J investing.
With an all-encompassing
offering satisfying the crucial
rule of diversification, wealth
manager’s will have the
confidence to introduce their
clients to the most powerful tax
efficient investment incentive
that is Section 12J.

Sophisticated post investment reporting
service offered to you and
your clients:
MeTTa Capital, through our
partnership with JSE listed
Prescient Fund Services,
presents you and/or your
client a quarterly consolidated
NAV and cash activity
statement. Our Fund
Manager, through regularly
update meetings, provides
the visibility that isn’t always
forthcoming with comparative
equity investments. This post
investment servicing alleviates
your reporting responsibility
and allows your team of wealth
managers to focus on their
client’s investment needs.

3

Establishing a strategic distribution agreement:
Signing an FSCA compliant distribution agreement stating the terms of
remuneration for the distributor as well as general terms of the relationship.

Single point of due-diligence procedures:

2

The completion of the necessary due-diligence
requirements, in order for the organisation’s

A PATHWAY
TO STRATEGIC
INNOVATION

product approval teams to obtain the required
level of comfort around our investment processes
followed, investment mandate applied and
the compliance with overarching regulatory
frameworks.

1
Outlining your needs and the specific solution:
Strategic discussions around the comprehensive
Section 12J Metta Capital solution and how best it suits
your and your client’s investment needs. For our larger
distributors, we conduct a specific needs analysis for
the product approval team tasked with conducting the
required due-diligence procedures.

STEPS 1 – 6
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4

Formulation of a distribution
strategy for the product
roll-out:
Post the signing of the
distribution agreement, MeTTa
Capital and the distributor will
formulate the distribution rollout
of the product offering, This
could include multi-site wealth
manager training seminars
throughout the distributor’s
national offices or MeTTa Capital
Fund Manager presentations to

6

5

MeTTa Capital Investor
on-boarding process:

Monitoring and
Reporting Function:

Forwarding all relevant

In order to adequately monitor

documentation and FICA

the performance and compliance

submissions on behalf of the

of the portfolio as a whole. MeTTa

client to MeTTa Capital prior to the

Capital will send the client’s

closure of the portfolio. This will

wealth manager and/or to

enable MeTTa Capital to complete

the investor themselves,

all FICA checks and onboard these

quarterly performance

clients as investors and to obtain

updates which contain;

their share and tax certificates for

• NAV information,

each investment of their behalf.

• cash activity tables,

MeTTa Capital’s disruptive
investment approach
offers a targeted entry
point for investment
into a new generation
of entrepreneurs who
will provide muchneeded employment
opportunities for
South Africans and
a revenue injection
into the local economy.

• portfolio fact sheets; and

select clients or client groups.

• individual fund newsletters,

METTA CAPITAL CREDENTIALS
• The launch of South Africa’s first
Section 12J Portfolio of Funds
offering- MeTTa Capital Moderate
Risk Fund II.

• R50 million raised and invested
within 10 different Section 12J
companies.
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• Board of Directors with over 200
years of combined experience in
building of successful businesses
in South Africa.

• Independent Investment
Committee headed by Dr Adrian
Saville, that compiles and weights
a model diversified portfolio
of market-leading Section 12J
investment strategies.

• Conducted due-diligence
procedures in over 110
Section 12J companies.

Darryn Faulds Portfolio Fund Manager
darrynf@mettacapital.co.za
164 Katherine Street, Pinmill Office Park, Building 2,
Sandton, Johannesburg

+27 (0) 11 568 1312
www.mettacapital.co.za
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